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Introduction
• People k o

hat the do; f e ue tl the k o
h the do
what they do; but what they don't know is what what they do
does. Fou ault, Mad ess & Ci ilizatio
• In 2014 top 250 PR firms in the world reported £6.6BILLION in
fee income (Holmes report)
• Mo e is ette tha po e t , if o l fo fi a ial easo s.
(Woody Allen)

Objectives
• Explore the relationship between PR and neoliberalism
• “ket h out the utilit of so e of Fou ault s ideas i

understanding that relationship
• Offer some tentative propositions about how research in this
area might be developed

Neoliberalism
• C iti al sta

e to a est u tu ed glo al fo

of apitalis

(Fairclough)
• Minimal state; centrality of market; risk; individual
responsibility; differences and inequalities seen as result of
personal choices
• Critique (1) as ideology/hegemonic discourse (2) as
economic/political 'reality'

Neoliberalism and PR
• Neoliberalism & PR emerge at same moment & growth of PR

mirrors growth of neoliberalism
• Lippmann Colloquium held in France in 1938
• P‘ s ole i t a sitio to a eoli e al so iet

Foucault
• Toolbox metaphor (Motion & Leitch 2007)
• Discontinuities
• Rejection of: state centric analyses; history as progress; aspects

of present having singular origins; that things have an
'esse e'; ge e al theo ; that 'o je ti e' t uth/k o ledge
can be separated from power
• Multiple modes of subjectification

Governmentality
• Go e
•
•
•

•

•

e t ' e o d the state
Co du t of o du t'
To st u tu e the possi le field of a tio s of othe s
PR as Governmental technology
We ust disti guish the elatio ships of po e as st ategi ga es
between liberties – strategic games that result in the fact that some
people try to determine the conduct of others – and the states of
domination, which are what we ordinarily call power. And, between
the two, between the games of power and the states of domination,
ou ha e go e
e tal te h ologies Fou ault 1
, p. 1 .
A o ple of p a ti al e ha is s, p o edu es, i st u e ts a d
calculations through which authorities seek to guide and shape the
conduct and decisions of others to achieve specific objectives"
(Lemke)

Genealogy
• Defining PR!
• PR is like sex....
• The e t al issue, the , is ot to dete

i e hethe o e sa s
yes or no to sex (PR), whether one formulates prohibitions or
permissions; but to account for the fact that it is spoken about,
to discover who does the speaking, the positions and
viewpoints from which they speak, the institutions which
prompt people to speak about it and which store and distribute
the things which are said. What is at issue, briefly, is the overall discursive fact, the way in which sex (PR) is put into
dis ou se . Fou ault, Histo of “e ualit Volu e 1

Foucault, neoliberalism and PR
• Simultaneous emergence and growth of PR and neoliberalism
• What underlying rationalities are manifested in PR as a

Governmental technology?

Some tentative propositions
• P‘ s e e ge
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

e a d g o th losel i o s that of eoli e alis
Conceptualising PR as a 'technology of government' may be productive
PR is a manifestation of a modern form of P/K that foregrounds its
persuasive strategies and tactics
A ge ealog of 'pu li elatio s' is due hi h p o le atizes P‘
What is P‘ s role in facilitating state and capital to influence the (individual
and collective) behaviour of given populations to pre-given ends, without it
being construed as such (at a time when distrust of state/Govt,
capital/business and corporate media at an all time low)
Focus less on what PR is and more on what it does
The o e a hi g o e is to e plo e P‘ s ole i the ope atio of po e
Comments and feedback extremely welcome!
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Neoliberalism and PR
•

Those a o g ho
eoli e alis
e a e the do i a t te de
o
constitute a global class that includes - alongside older echelons - the o ld s
leading industrialists and businesspeople, CEOs of the great corporate firms, the
new transnational, trans-ethnic speculators, directors of large financial
institutions, hedge-fund operators, venture capitalists, as well as the senior
executives who manage the system and have a major stake in its success. We
must add, too, the key but subaltern archipelago of consultants, marketing
experts, public relations people, lawyers, creative accountants and taxavoidance experts whose fortunes are tied to its success. No doubt the huge
privileges and immunities won by this formation explain why they seem so
morally denuded, impervious to any sense of a wider community or
responsibility for their actions, and completely lacking in any understanding of
how ordinary people live. Their resistance to reform has been obdurate, their
greed brazen. The re ard the sel es e tra aga tl , hile i sisti g that e
are all i this together , a d that their real purpose is ser i g usto ers a d
orporate respo si ilit , ot prote ti g their o i terests. “tua t Hall, Afte
neoliberalism: analysing the present, 2013, my emphasis)

Appendices – Holmes Report (2015)
2015

2014

Agency

HQ

Fee Income

Fee Income

2014 ($)

2013 ($)

1

1

Edelman

USA

812,300,000

746,672,274

2

2

Weber Shandwick

USA

800,000,000

3

3

FleishmanHillard

USA

4

5

Ketchum

5

4

6

Staff

5500

Growt
(USD)

Growth(Con
stant
Currency)

8.8%

8.8%

697,468,500

14.7%

14.7%

580,000,000

554,190,000

4.7%

4.7%

USA

515,000,000

490,000,000

5.1%

5.1%

MSLGroup

France

490,000,000

520,000,000

-5.8%

-5.8%

6

Burson-Marsteller

USA

477,000,000

454,500,000

5.0%

5.0%

7

7

Hill+Knowlton Strategies

USA

380,000,000

386,100,000

-1.6%

-1.6%

8

8

Ogilvy PR

USA

303,000,000

297,000,000

2.0%

2.0%

9

11

Golin

USA

213,500,000

196,000,000

8.9%

8.9%

10

10

Havas PR

France

211,000,000

209,000,000

1.0%

1.0%

11

9

Brunswick

UK

210,000,000

210,000,000

0.0%

0.0%

18

15

Grayling

UK

109,740,000

130,310,000

-15.%

-9.8%

3055

